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Introduction
Tartarus is an ongoing student research and
development effort at UAH. The team is designing
and manufacturing a bipropellant liquid rocket
engine. It is currently nearing static fire testing and
plans to use Nitrous Oxide (N2O) as its oxidizer.
However, N2O introduces a difficult problem with
thermal regulation; as its temperature increases
and nears 98F, the chance for a decomposition
event increases drastically. This event can
propagate throughout the feedlines and tanks,
causing extreme damage to hardware. The
research carried out here seeks to mitigate this
hazard and keep N2O storage vessels at nominal
temperatures.

Nitrous K-Bottles
K-bottles are large pressure vessels designed to
safely store gases at certain pressures. As such,
they are typically contained in safe, temperaturecontrolled areas. During testing, however, the kbottles will be exposed to the summer heat; this can
lead to the N2O reaching critical temperatures. A
cooling solution that was man-portable and
relatively budget-friendly was needed. Two active
cooling methods were settled on, one during prelaunch holds, and one during operations. A simple
tent and ice bath would suffice for some time during
pre-launch. A radiator cooling system will be used
for cooling during operations.

Fig. 1 : Tartarus Test Stand

Fig. 3 : Radiator Cooling System

Fig. 2 : Tartarus Test Stand Overview

Fig. 4 : Ice Bath Cooling System

Spray Cooling
Run tanks are smaller steel tanks that are meant to hold
the rocket’s fuel and oxidizer during operations. They are
affixed to fluid panels during testing, as shown in Fig. 1.
Like the k-bottles, the cooling method used for the run
tanks must also be wholly independent to avoid
interference. Spray Cooling was found to be the ideal
choice. Spray cooling, as seen in Fig. 5, allows the
system to be independent of the rocket, and effectively
cool it at a distance. The streams of chilled water
colliding with the run tank will allow for efficient cooling
as the water runs off the tank. The system will also feed
back into itself, to allow for a continuous water source.
Fig. 5 : Spray Cooling System

Research Methodology

Conclusion & Future Work

The research was carried out by performing
various trade studies on commercial and hobbyist
spacecraft conditioning methods. Additionally,
since cost and manufacturability play a vital role
in small-scale rocketry operations, the paper’s
findings can translate to other similar scale
projects.

Based on trade studies and our research, we concluded that the
run tanks and k-bottles need to be cooled to an operable
temperature of about 80F. Given this, we determined using a
spray cooling system drawing water from an ice bath would be
ideal for the run tanks. A radiator cooling system and an additional
ice bath was also concluded to be a nominal choice for the kbottles. Future work will involve testing these apparatuses under
warm temperatures to ensure proper cooling.
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